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About Us
DIANAKOLAWOLE.SITE is a community that explores
social issues through poetry and writing. We aim to
bless those around us through our words

Our Blog
Our blog is centered around Christ, hope, and
empowerment. We believe that evangelism can be
virtual but also impactful. We explore different
mediums to communicate the same message about
Jesus Christ.

Our Story
Started from two friends who wanted to share their
love for poetry and Christ with others. We are humbled
to touch the lives of many from across the world in
more than 100 countries
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Mindset.
Mindset.

The deal-breaker when it comes to faith. The
oxygen after the defeat and the launchpad to
success.

Unfortunately, some of us shrink it so it only fits
our rooms while others allow it to change and
grow with time.

Mindset.

You’re either a doubting Thomas or on your way
to becoming a person of faith.

The person in control of it, is you.

Excuses start at the start of it. While purpose
starts at the core of it.

Colossians 3:2 NKJV

Set your mind on things above, not on things on
the earth

.Love Diana,

DIANAKOLAWOLE.DESIGN™
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Joy is...
Joy comes from knowing who you
are in Christ.
If you believe the Gospel and all its
remarkable claims about Jesus and
what he has done for you and who
you are in him, then nothing that
happens in this world can actually get
at your identity.
Identity. Some find it in their
accomplishments, family, and even
money. But can anything surpass all
these things? Can anything satisfy us
beyond these things? My answer is
yes. Jesus can.
Insecurities like attaching themselves
to us when we don’t focus our eyes
on Jesus. Wondering how anyone
could love us, or how we are not as
happy as someone else. But what
would you say if I told you, true joy in
Jesus supersedes happiness.

I’m talking about a man who came to
this world, born of God and man to
die for our sins. He came for the
outcasts, the ones with drug
addictions, pornography addiction,
and even the ones who suffers from
depression and anxiety. He came so
that we can be free and live through
him.
He was born in the most humble way
possible and was bruised for our
transgression so that, you could have
eternal life.
He came so that all that believe in him
– as the Son of God would not die and
perish in hell but, reign with him in
heaven.
Understanding what he has done for
us. Nothing can take that away or
separate us from God’s love.
It’s by his mercies we are not
consumed.
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HELP ME O LORD,
THIS I PRAY
Help me O Lord, this I pray
Be my rudder, lest I sway
The world calls me out to play
Leave the cross and come this way
O how I have become fray
Left royalty to play with clay
What can I do? What's to say?
Save I want You day by day
Holding your hand all the way
Holding me up like a tray
So I do not fall by the way
Alas I cry, how I bray
I recall when I used to lay
On Your chest and hear You say

'I am Your Life, Truth, and Way
Abide in Me, lest you sway
For My shoulders are but dray
For you to cast on and lay
Your burdens if you may'
I yearn for You, night, noon, and day
To hear the sweet words You say
But I'm soaked in miry clay
Dirty, hence kept You at bay
'I'm dirty, filthy', I say
You smile and say, 'come that way'
Now my soul sings out and say
Help me O Lord, this I pray
Be my rudder, lest I sway.
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HALFWAY TO
FOREVER
Each sail of the journey
On life's ferry
Seems like an endless dream
Just to wake up at the sun's beam
Saying it's just halfway to forever
From youth to old years
From strength to grace
It's likened to infinity
A number increasing
But still ends at halfway to forever
The endless wait
That makes us waste no haste
But makes us pace and race
To opportunity's embrace
Should tell us it's halfway to forever
The moment we spend
With the loved ones we tend
And wish such times never end
But seek to stop clock's hand
Still time will tell it's halfway to forever
With each subject we know
And in knowledge grow
We don't scratch the brunt
Of wisdom's fallow ground
For our tillage is but halfway to forever
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Trusting Christ During
Our Youth
Scripture Reading: Proverbs 3:5
As you all know we live in a world
bent on a self–centred mindset
causing many to believe that we can
get through life merely by our own
strength or the knowledge we have
gained thanks to the people around
us.
However, from today’s scripture
reading we see that it’s through
trusting the Lord and having full
dependence on Him is when we can
truly grow as believers, not only this
but if we go further into the book of
Proverbs we find in [Proverbs 9:10-12]
The fear of the Lord is the beginning
of wisdom, and knowledge of the
Holy One is understanding. For
through wisdom, your days will be
multiplied, and years will be added to
your life. If you are wise, your wisdom
will reward you; if you are a mocker,
you alone will suffer.
That through wisdom our life can be
prolonged and for us who are still in
youth verse 12 tells us that wisdom is
for our benefit meaning that if we ask
God for wisdom in our daily walk with
Him we grow not only in trusting
God’s direction for that situation but
also reverence (fear of the lord).

To conclude, for us to grow in trust for
the Lord we must be willing to have
faith in what God has placed in our
hearts to set out to do and learn to ask
Him for wisdom before setting out to
do what we plan, it’s not only for our
benefit but also for the sake of
gaining a better understanding for
what God has planned for us as
young people.
Let’s Pray
Thank you, Lord, for this beautiful day
and for using me to bring the
message You have written through
my hands, thank you Lord for blessing
us and help us to go to You both in
difficult and joyful times, teach us to
trust You more in our daily walk in
Jesus Name Amen.
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Pop Da Bubble
Endless Possiblities
Not every opportunity is a blessed moment, striving to
reach a goal that is clearly purposed for another is a
fool’s game.
Classically, the people of Talon City have not changed
one bit, I grew up here and learned a few things since
my parents weren’t ever around, it was in this city that I
fell in love with music, to begin with.
My story can be considered a bit of an upset, so I won’t
bore you with all the details, I’m Cindy Colman a once
excluded student who later became a well-known singer
and songwriter in my hometown, though lately, I’ve had
this strange feeling deep down wanting more from life.
I’ve been teased over and over with lackluster
opportunities only able to put money in my pocket but
not enough to produce the thrill I’m seeking after, this
city sure knows how to host a party, but crumbles to the
idea of giving us young folk a chance to be in the
limelight.
You see I’ve always had it rough growing up and seeing
Jessica page at school and now jogging around in my
neighborhood and still getting the attention everywhere
she goes really rubs me the wrong way. Yeah, my music
career has brought me a few claps here and there, but it
was in no way the same compared to her…
I guess you can’t force your way on a stage meant for
someone else.
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Pop Da Bubble
~ Dig Bucket Music Store (Downtown),
Monday Evening ~
The music store down the road is jam-packed with my
favorite records, I’ve had my eyes set on Grime Steel music
for years now, and I’m always pumped to Grime up my
room with new tunes.
To my dismay, the store didn’t have the latest record from
the band, and before I could get a chance to throw a fit the
strange dude at the counter gave me this weird sticky
stone, I believe he called it a lucky charm.
I didn’t pay attention to it at the time, and simply threw
myself to the corner of the room and proceeded to bury my
head in my pillow stuck in my world of boredom.
~ Long Bone Street (Downtown) Monday Midnight ~

As usual, tossing around in my bed then fixing my eyes on
the ceiling when suddenly from the corner of my eye an
odd green glow emanates ultimately sparking my attention
dragging me away from the comfort of my bed to
investigate.
The stone from the strange dude at the music store gave
me continued to glow while still in my hand, from further
inspection it seemed as though another universe lived
inside of it, unexpectedly the stone burned brighter and
swiftly warped me away from my room and transporting my
soul into its universe.
My moment of excitement is about to begin.
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Thank you
From our Founder
We hope you have enjoyed reading our very first ebook. We decided to combine
some of our past post and share them with you for free.
We deeply believe that starting the year with Jesus is key, especially in this world
of unpredictable times. We hope that our post encourages you to seek God more
this year.
I would like to give a special thank you to our sponsor and also the amazing
team. They have worked so hard during the years to produce great content.
And lastly, I would like to thank our readers for their love and support. God bless
you all.
lOVE , DIANA (FOUNDER)

